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the latest update of orbit downloader is a major release. it is version 4.1.18 and was released
on february 1, 2012. it is available for free and works on all the major operating systems. the
developer has released a new version of the program every year since 2007 and has released
new features every year since version 2.0. orbit downloader has an easy interface that is very
simple to use. it will detect when you launch it automatically and check for updates, so users

don't have to bother themselves with that. it has a simple interface that allows users to
download files directly from web pages. the code communicates with a server at

orbitdownloader.com which ultimately provides the urls to be attacked. eset doesnt say
whether or how often the attack tool may have been used in the past, but makes it very clear
how effective it could be. given the age and the popularity of orbit downloader (it is listed as
one of the top downloads in its category on several popular software web sites) this means

that the program might be generating gigabits (or more) of network traffic, making it an
effective tool for distributed denial of service (ddos) attacks. orbit downloader can be used to

download streaming videos. this is because orbit downloader supports
http/ftp/https/rtsp/mms/rtmp protocols. apart from this, you can download streaming music
and video from almost any website, including, bebo, dailymotion, hi5, pandora, myspace,
metacafe, tumblr, veoh etc. the list goes on. what is unusual, though, is to see a popular
utility containing additional code for performing denial of service (dos) attacks, which is

exactly what our threat researchers found during an otherwise routine examination of the
orbit downloader software package. given the age and the popularity of orbit downloader (it
is listed as one of the top downloads in its category on several popular software web sites)

this means that the program might be generating gigabits (or more) of network traffic,
making it an effective tool for distributed denial of service (ddos) attacks. eset identifies

versions of orbit downloader containing this attack code as win32/ddos.orbiter.a.
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recent versions of orbit downloader, a popular
windows program for downloading embedded
media content and other types of files from

websites, turns computers into bots and uses them
to launch distributed denial-of-service (ddos)
attacks, according to security researchers.
numerous comments in the eset forum are

recommending that the downloaders should be
blocked until the developers address this issue. if
eset had done so in 2006 when it first found the
dos tool on the web, we might not have had a

distributed denial of service (ddos) attack today.
while this may be the first time eset has

encountered such a program, it is not the first time
a free online file downloader has been

compromised. in a post to the eset blog, david
kaye, director of the eset virus lab, noted that eset
scans for more than 1.5 million virus and spyware
samples every day and is constantly expanding its

virus database, which has resulted in eset
identifying various variants of the zeus banking

trojan. the zeus banking trojan is a variation of the
zeus trojan and was first identified by kaspersky

labs in 2009, noted kaye. it was quickly spread via
compromised websites and affected more than 20
million users worldwide, including the u.s. federal

bureau of investigations. before attempting to
download the file, orbit downloader checks to see if
the user has permission to perform the download.
if not, it will present a message asking the user to
grant permission to install the application. if the
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executable is a dll file, orbit downloader will
attempt to download the file, and then extract the
binary. it will also set the values of environment

variables username and userdomain, which contain
the username and domain of the user that installed

orbit downloader. this is similar to the logic
employed by the kali autoruns project. 5ec8ef588b
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